Accreditrust Technologies, LLC

Title: System Administrator

Location: Warren, NJ

Job Type: Full-Time (Experienced)

Start Date: ASAP

Job Description:

Accreditrust, a global service provider for the curation of sustainable, portable and independently verifiable credentials, is currently searching for a talented Linux System Administrator to work on our flagship product, TrueCred™. At Accreditrust you will be part of a growing team working on cutting edge technologies related to credentials, cryptography, Linked Data, distributed computing, and building next generation technologies for the Web.

We seek team members that are positive, accountable, collaborative, self-directed learners and take initiative.

- Work as part of a modern agile development team with leading edge technologies.
- Participate in moderate to large scoped projects that includes analysis, design, evaluation, development, modifying, testing, documenting and implementation of enterprise wide systems across functional areas.
- Recognizes areas for additional improvement and effectively communicates those ideas to the supervisor.
- Support existing production applications as well as design and create new products.

Primary Responsibilities:

- Release management/deployment, troubleshooting and break fix support for production services.
- Work closely with Software Engineering, Quality Assurance (QA), and IT Global Infrastructure in a DevOps capacity to maintain continuous availability of mission critical systems. Support environmental needs for Software Engineering, QA, Product Management, Support, and others.
- Interface directly with Enterprise Architecture and Software Engineering leadership to architect the most efficient and effective environments.
- Design and manage automation systems, including software deployment, release management, disparate development environments, SDLC management, and product development life cycles.
- Administering and maintaining source control systems, including branching and merging strategies GIT
Qualifications:

- Experience with Linux platforms (Ubuntu), including the architecture, design, administration, and management of a large (100's of servers) SaaS web application
- Understanding of system monitoring and application logging solutions (Nagios, Graphite, Splunk/Logstash)
- Amazon Web Services (EC2, RDS, SES, SNS, etc.)
- MongoDB Administration
- Server and Application Automation Frameworks (Preferably Ansible)
- Strong experience with scripting languages (Perl, Python, bash, etc.)
- Documentation expertise including operations, runbooks, and end user self-help articles
- Network Architecture Design and Administration
- Disaster Recovery and Capacity Planning
- MySQL Administration and Tuning

Application Instructions:

Please submit your resume and a cover note to jobs@accreditrust.com

About the Organization:

Disclaimer information: Must be legally authorized to work in the U.S. without sponsorship. EOE. Principals only. No recruiters or firms, on location, full time applicants only!